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I. Introduction
We define an experiment as a pair ((•,d), (P0: 0eO)) where (~r, d) is a measurable space, {P0} is a family of probability measures over (~d) indexed by some set O, the parameter space. In order to compare experiments with respect to "content of statistical information" we use the concept of deficiency introduced by LeCam (1964) The infimum over all constants e>0 such that C is e-deficient relative to ~-is written 6(C, ~) and is called the deficiency of G relative to ~ The A-distance between 8 and J is defined by A(o ~, @) = c~(C, ~) v c~(,~, C). The class of experiments which are equivalent to an experiment E, is called the experiment type of E. The class of all experiment types (strictly the class of suitably chosen representatives) form a set IF., and (1E, A) becomes a complete metric space (LeCam (1974a) ).
If ~=(f,,s~,P0; 0eO) and g=(f,N, P0]~; 0EO) where N is a sub-a-algebra of s~r and P0IN is the restriction of P0 to N; then obviously E__<~,~ One measure of the loss of information when observing only N-measurable events is 6(~, ~), another is the insufficiency (LeCam (1974b) ). It is defined by t/(g, Y) = inf sup I I P0* -P0 II {P~} 0 where the infimum is taken over all families {P0*}0~o such that P0* fN=P0]N and N is sufficient for {P0*}; H" II is the total variation norm.
The concept of deficiency has several interpretations, which are natural ways of formally defining loss of information. We mention here the following theorems (LeCam (1974)): IlPop-Qoa[I <eo, gO. ( For some p in
Assume ~ is dominated. Then ~ is e-deficient relative to Y if and only if to every decision space (T,b D) which is a Borel-subset of a Polish space with the restricted Borel-a-algebra and to every decision rule a in if, there is a decision rule p in E such that

